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Think beyond the next quarter

I

n many ways, running a public restaurant company for 18
years left me feeling like Cal
Ripken Jr. While I may be no
“Iron Man,” I did conduct 71 consecutive earnings calls, and I’m
glad to say I was still standing at
the end of each one.
Indeed, as CEO of a public
company, every 13 weeks meant
the beginning of yet another
cycle of reporting to my stakeholders, including investors,
analysts, the board of directors,
banks, franchisees and team
members.
And it should come as no surprise that, after hearing our report, many of these stakeholders
focused on the same thing: earnings per share, or EPS, growth.
I was always amused that
we’d get either applause or boos
based solely on our EPS growth
for the quarter versus analysts’
estimates.
If we beat the analysts’ estimates, the company’s stock
went up, and we were deemed a
brilliant and forward-thinking
management team. If we missed
the analysts’ estimates, the company was put on the list of downwardly spiraling companies with
questionable leadership.
Based on those stakeholder
reactions, you’d think that a
CEO actually has the ability to
control quarterly earnings. It is
only now, as a former CEO, that
I can confess something that
no public company CEO would
want stakeholders to know: I
never really focused on quarterly earnings.
Why? Because I understood
that EPS growth was not something I could create in a given
quarter. Rather, EPS growth,
or the lack thereof, is a result of
the initiatives an organization
chooses to focus on over multiple
years.
What too few people in our industry acknowledge is that EPS
growth is a by-product, not an
end. In actuality, EPS growth
and real value creation occur
only when a company is able to
generate same-store profit expansion over multiple years and
add high return on investment,
or ROI, to new units. Further, I’d
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consistently
over that said they “needed to grow”
argue that company
time. That means to keep their P/E high and their
leaders can only crethat a management shareholders happy. Unfortuate the foundations of
team must have the nately, a misguided focus on
same-store profit expatience to allow growth as an end often leads to
pansion and successtheir initiatives time more bad outcomes than good.
ful new unit growth if
Like lemmings, those manageto succeed.
they focus on the meLet’s now consider ment teams that encourage reckdium and long term
another means of less growth march their comparather than simply regrowing EPS and nies right off the side of the cliff.
acting to short-term
If you need proof, just look at
building value in a
pressures.
Ron
restaurant business how many restaurant companies
So, let’s consider
have been deeply wounded from
— unit growth.
what it means to
Shaich
In my opinion, bad decisions relative to growth
create value in your
business by expanding same- growth is not a pedal to be and are today trading with stock
pushed. It is not an end in itself. prices significantly lower than
store profit.
If same-store profitability is Rather, growth is simply a means past highs or are being recapito expand there are only two of building shareholder value by talized through private-equity
ways to do it: Either you drive capitalizing on a successful busi- transactions.
more guest visits or find a way to ness model. Growth is
encourage guests to leave more a double-edged sword;
it is either additive or
gross profit dollars behind.
Growth only
But let’s be honest — accom- subtractive of economplishing either of these things ic value. The bottom
makes sense once
is hard. There’s no magic bullet. line is that growth can
you have built a
Same-store profit expansion is only build value if the
difficult for a management team underlying business
business model
to deliver. Indeed, I’d suggest model is worthy of bethat offers
few management teams actu- ing reproduced.
Because let’s face it,
ally grow same-store profits over
a better
the world does not need
multiple years.
competitive
When this growth does occur, another restaurant —
it’s only because the manage- not unless that restaualternative.
ment team is intently focused rant actually offers its
on continually sharpening the customers something
concept’s competitive position better. Growth only
through food, experience, peo- makes sense once you
ple, communication and opera- have already built a
tional excellence. And this focus business model that
must be coupled with effective offers a better comalternative,
mix management and strategic petitive
and if management is
pricing.
If an organization is to build highly confident they
same-store profitability, it is es- can deliver strong and
sential that it have the right peo- consistent returns on
ple to actually get the job done. investment. You must
And it must incentivize them to have these two eledo so. I’m always amazed at the ments in place or else
number of restaurant compa- you really have no
nies that incentivize their opera- right growing. Indeed,
tors on the wrong things when without these two eleit comes to building value. They ments in place, growth
incentivize on actual versus bud- simply becomes a form
geted results, instead of base- of gambling with your
store profit growth year over stakeholders’ money thinkstock
But these problems don’t just
year over year. Frankly, this mis- — foolishly placing bets when
guided focus on short-term met- the odds are strongly stacked happen out of the blue. They
happen because, rather than
against you.
rics degrades shareholder value.
You don’t need me to tell you fixing deep-seated problems,
What raises the degree of difficulty even more is that initia- that these kinds of bad bets on management teams allow themtives aimed at growing same- growth are made regularly in selves to get caught up in a cycle
store profitability have the the restaurant industry. We can of short-term profit maximizagreatest impact when executed all recall numerous concepts tion and high-risk growth. And
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that’s exactly why so many concepts in our industry blow up.
So what do I offer as an alternative?
First, focus intensely on making the right decisions today to
build your same-store profitability in the future. Recognize that
same-store profitability is, in the
long term, most directly impacted by your competitive position.
Bet on the things that will improve your competitive position.
I call these “smart bets.” Making
these bets requires an understanding of what the competitive landscape will look like two,
three or more years in advance.
Indeed, you must be like the best
NFL quarterbacks — able
to anticipate where the receiver will be when the ball
arrives as opposed to simply focusing on where the
receiver is when the ball is
released.
Second, determine the
right approach to growth
for your concept. Grow only
when you have a competitive advantage and only
when you’re confident that
you will be able to generate high return on investment in the new units.
Grow only when you have
a model that is ready to be
reproduced.
Finally, recognize that
success in our industry is
created when you think
beyond the next quarter
and beyond this year’s
budget. Rather, in the
face of the pressures for
quick fixes, remember
that you best serve your
stakeholders and deliver
strong quarterly results
year after year when you
focus on expanding store
profit through competitive
advantage and thoughtful
unit expansion. n
Ron Shaich is the co-founder and
executive chairman of Panera
Bread, which, as of April 27, has
had the strongest stock performance of any public restaurant
company when measured over the
last decade. He can be reached at
ron.shaich@panerabread.com.
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